Costly reproductive competition between females in a monogamous cooperatively breeding bird
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In many cooperatively breeding societies, only a few socially dominant individuals in a group breed, reproductive skew is high, and reproductive conflict is common. Surprisingly, the effects of this conflict on dominant reproductive success in vertebrate societies have rarely been investigated, especially in high-skew societies. We examine how subordinate female competition for breeding opportunities affects the reproductive success of dominant females in a monogamous cooperatively breeding bird, the Southern pied babbler (Turdoides bicolor). In this species, successful subordinate reproduction is very rare, despite the fact that groups commonly contain sexually mature female subordinates that could mate with unrelated group males. However, we show that subordinate females compete with dominant females to breed, and do so far more often than expected, based on the infrequency of their success. Attempts by subordinates to obtain a share of breeding impose significant costs on dominant females: chicks fledge from fewer nests, more nests are abandoned before incubation begins, and more eggs are lost. Dominant females appear to attempt to reduce these costs by aggressively suppressing potentially competitive subordinate females. This empirical evidence provides rare insight into the nature of the conflicts between females and the resultant costs to reproductive success in cooperatively breeding societies.

1. Introduction

In many cooperatively breeding societies, socially dominant females typically attain a higher rate of breeding success than do subordinate females [1,2], and dominant and subordinate females appear to be locked in conflict over the extent to which subordinates breed [3,4]. This reproductive conflict with competitive subordinate females often inflicts reproductive costs on dominant females, both directly (e.g. through infanticide of the dominant’s young by a subordinate female [4–7]) and indirectly owing to competition between large numbers of offspring [8,9]. Dominant females may incur further costs through suppression of competitive subordinate females [10]. Such suppressive tactics can include aggression towards the subordinate, eviction from the group or infanticide of subordinate young [9,11]. The costs of reproductive conflict on female breeding success in vertebrates have been investigated in cooperatively breeding societies in which subordinate reproduction is common [5,9,10] or dominance is poorly developed [6,12,13]. However, these costs have been less well studied in vertebrate societies where reproductive skew is high, dominants succeed in monopolizing reproduction and subordinate reproduction is rare. Under these circumstances, the failure of subordinate females to successfully breed may mask extensive pre-breeding conflict that imposes high costs on dominant female reproduction.
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Here, we use the Southern pied babbler (\textit{Turdoides bicolor}), a cooperatively breeding bird in which reproduction is monopolized by a single dominant female in each group [14], to specifically examine the costs of reproductive conflict on dominant female reproductive success. Southern pied babbler groups provide an ideal study system in which to examine the effects of subordinate female competition in a monogamous cooperative breeder. The dominant breeding pair produces over 95 per cent of chicks, and groups are typically comprised of the dominant pair and their offspring [14]. New dominant individuals regularly immigrate into groups when vacancies arise, thus providing adult subordinate females the opportunity to breed with unrelated immigrant dominant males [14–16]. Despite these potential mates, very few subordinate females reproduce successfully [14]. The rarity of successful subordinate reproduction in this species allows investigation of the costs of reproductive competition \textit{per se} on dominant female reproductive success.

An investigation of the costs of subordinate competition must first establish whether competition actually exists between subordinate and dominant females, especially when subordinates rarely produce offspring [17]. In some societies, physiological suppression can prevent reproductive competition by subordinate females (reviewed in [18]), but a lack of subordinate offspring does not necessarily indicate a lack of reproductive competition. The contexts in which competition occurs must also be evaluated [17]. For example, subordinate females may compete only when there are unrelated breeding partners available [3,19–21], or when constraints imposed by the physical environment are eased (e.g. during especially wet seasons when food is more abundant [22,23]). It is then possible to investigate the specific costs of subordinate competition to dominant reproductive success in these contexts [5,9,13]. Finally, the reaction of the dominant towards the competitive subordinate must be investigated; suppression of subordinate breeding activity by dominants may take the form of aggressive harassment or eviction from the group [11]. Aggression from dominants towards subordinate reproductive competitors is common in cooperative mammals [9,11,18,24], birds [25–27] and insects (reviewed in [4]). Here, we combine molecular analyses of parentage with detailed behavioural observations on a habituated wild population of Southern pied babblers to ask: (i) when do subordinate females compete with dominant females to breed; (ii) what costs are incurred by dominant females when this happens; and (iii) do dominant females increase aggression towards competitive subordinate females?

2. Methods

(a) Study site and population

Observations of Southern pied babbler groups were collected from July 2003 to February 2012 at the Kuruman River Reserve, South Africa (26°58′S; 21°49′E) (see [28] for a full description of the study site). Twenty-eight wild Southern pied babbler groups were habituated to the presence of a human observer at a distance of 2–3 m, allowing observational data to be collected without disturbing natural behaviour [29]. Each individual in the population was ringed with a unique colour-ring combination. Groups were visited several times a week and individuals were weighed at the start and end of each observation session (see [29,30] for weighing protocols). Babbler groups ranged in size from 2 to 11 adults (individuals over 12 months old; [31]) and mean group size (± s.e.) was 4.8 ± 0.2 adults. Parentage of subordinates was determined using nine microsatellite loci [14]. There are clear behavioural differences between dominant and subordinate individuals that allowed us to reliably assign dominance status [32]; these include agonistic and aggressive behaviours, such as dominance assertions (pecks and other attacks) and submissive behaviour (rolling over onto back, bill gaping, mock begging, see [29] for further details). Additionally, the status of all dominant females was verified by vocalizations produced during inter-group conflicts [33]. Dominance hierarchies were stable within groups from season to season, and aggressive overthrow of dominants by subordinates was never observed in the subordinate’s natal group. A subordinate female could gain dominance in a non-natal group by aggressively overthrowing the dominant female [16]. Immigration of a new dominant male or female occurred when a breeding vacancy could not be inherited by a natal subordinate owing to inbreeding avoidance [15]. Potential breeding partners for adult subordinate females were determined through known group life histories (only unrelated males were considered to be potential partners [14,15]). Rarely, young males or females immigrated into non-natal groups as subordinate helpers [14,16]; if adults, these subordinate females were included in the analyses as potential competitors. Overall, a subordinate female was defined as a potential competitor when she had an unrelated potential breeding partner in the group; groups could contain from one to four such females (45% of 69 group-years contained one competitive female, 35% contained two and 21% contained three or more).

Nest cameras (Swann Security SpyCam SWSPY-DSC: Swann communications Pty Ltd., Port Melbourne, Australia) and digital video recorders (Archos 405: Archos Inc., Denver, USA) were used to view interiors of nests during nest observations (the identity of all visitors to the nest was noted by the observer). Nest cameras recorded continuously for 3 h in the morning during the egg-laying period (\(n = 12\) nest camera days at groups containing female potential reproductive competitors, recorded between October–November 2007 and October 2009–February 2010). To avoid disturbance of fully active nests, nest cameras were placed roughly 30 cm from the nest rim during nest-building when the group was foraging away from the nest. A recorder was placed at the base of the nest tree, hidden from view using natural debris, and the cables connecting it to the camera were camouflaged.

(b) Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were performed in R v. 2.12.1 [34]. Because not all data were available for all individuals, sample sizes vary between analyses. When appropriate, non-parametric statistics were used. For Wilcoxon–signed rank tests, two-tailed \(p\)-values are quoted. When multivariate analyses were appropriate, we used generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs), which control for repeated measures such as individual using the \textit{R} library lme4 v. 0.999375–42 [35]. For each analysis, we specified a list of candidate models including various combinations of fixed terms of interest, fitted a binomial error structure and used an information-theoretic approach to assess model fit. We calculated Akaike’s information criterion (AICc) adjusted for small sample sizes for each model, selecting that with the minimum AICc as being the ‘best model’ in the candidate model set [36]. When one or more models scored within two AICc units of the best model, we employed model averaging (reviewed in [37]) to interpret parameters, using the library \texttt{MuMIN} v. 1.7.7 [38]. More information and specific details of models are presented elsewhere (see the electronic supplementary material, methods).

(c) When do subordinates attempt to breed?

In both male and female subordinate Southern pied babblers, two potential indicators of reproductive competition are courtship and...
nest-building behaviour. Courtship is common prior to breeding, and occurs only between group members, but rarely between relatives [14]. Nest-building is generally performed by dominants (both male and female), but when performed by subordinates may indicate competition: although subordinate females successfully reproduced in very few breeding attempts (3 out of 67; [14]), these subordinates performed 22.9% of recorded nest-building visits. In order to determine whether nest-building by subordinate females could indicate reproductive competition, we assessed the extent to which it was associated with individual subordinate female breeding opportunities. A positive correlation would suggest that it indicates competition, but if all subordinate females participate in nest-building regardless of breeding opportunities, nest-building is not a good indicator of reproductive competition. We examined the relationship between subordinate female breeding opportunities and courtship and nest-building behaviour in two analyses. Participation in courtship or nest-building (at any time in the breeding season) were set as response terms in the first and second analyses, respectively (0 = no participation, 1 = participation), while age and whether the subordinate female was a potential competitor (unrelated to an adult male) were explanatory variables. Juvenile subordinates were never observed to engage in courtship or nest-building (M. J. Nelson-Flower 2008, personal observation) and few subordinates of 3 years or older were present in the population; subordinate age was therefore included as a two-level factor (1 or 2+ years). Data included the courtship or nest-building activity of 91 adult subordinate females over 7 years. To determine whether subordinate females failed to breed more often than expected compared with dominants, we investigated the frequency with which dominant and subordinate females with potential breeding partners in the group failed to breed. The number of females that never fledged chicks (genetically determined; [14]) was compared for dominants and subordinates using a binomial proportion test. Data include 36 dominant and 15 subordinate females with potential, unrelated breeding partners.

(d) Costs of reproductive competition to dominants To determine whether potential subordinate female reproductive competition was costly to dominant females, we investigated how it affected: (i) overall nest success (fledging of young); (ii) the initiation of incubation; and (iii) successful hatching of incubated clutches. We categorized each nest according to the presence or absence of a female potential competitor; owing to sample size restrictions this categorization did not incorporate information regarding the number of female potential competitors per group. Male potential competitors (those adult male subordinates with potential, unrelated breeding partners in the group) may have a separate effect on reproductive success; we therefore chose to exclude nests with male potential competitors present (107 out of 483 nests). Nests were also excluded when both male and female potential competitors were present (22 out of 483 nests), or if the group comprised only a dominant pair (34 out of 483 nests). Nests were further excluded when the relatedness of group members was unknown and potential, unrelated breeding partners for subordinate females could not be identified (65 out of 483 nests), which resulted in a dataset of 255 nests from 34 dominant females. For all three analyses, potential explanatory terms were group size, presence of potential competitor (yes/no) and rainfall, with dominant female identity included as a random term. Because few groups of eight adults and over were present in the sample, group size was included as a two-level factor (3–5 adults, 6+ adults). The following binary response variables were used in the three analyses, respectively: (i) whether young fledged from the nest (1) or not (0); (ii) whether incubation was initiated at a nest (1) or not (0); and (iii) whether an incubated clutch hatched (1) or not (0).

(e) Infanticide To investigate patterns of nest failure and the potential for infanticide, it was necessary to establish when birds had laid eggs in nests that subsequently failed. It was not always possible to observe the interior of the nest; however, body mass changes during the egg-laying period may reliably predict when egg laying has occurred. First, to determine whether egg laying can be predicted by body mass, we used a Wilcoxon rank sum test to compare differences in body mass at dawn during the egg-laying period versus the non-egg-laying period for confirmed breeding and non-breeding adult females from the same groups on the same mornings. Egg-laying dates were determined from life-history records by backdating three days from incubation start dates, and non-egg-laying periods were defined as the period two weeks prior to this date. Data include 12 breeding and 12 non-breeding females in 12 groups. We were then able to investigate potential infanticide by active female competitors (those observed nest-building, courting or both) to better understand their effect on dominant female egg loss (previous analyses investigate the effect of potential reproductive competitors). Observational data indicated that dominant females with active reproductive competitors appeared to lay eggs that they failed to incubate, swiftly moving on to build a new nest. Egg-laying females gain considerable body mass immediately prior to egg-laying (an increase of more than 10% in some cases) and we used female body mass to determine whether and how many eggs were laid by dominant females in each breeding attempt, even if the nest failed immediately. We used a Wilcoxon rank sum test to compare the number of eggs produced but not incubated by dominant females with and without active competitors prior to incubation of the first completed clutch of the season. The dataset included every dominant female weighed over the egg-laying period that had active female reproductive competitors. Because not all females were weighed on every possible egg-laying morning, we used only observed changes in female body mass to determine whether an egg had been laid, not the size of the hatched clutch if the nest was successful. Individuals were included in the analysis only once. Data include six dominant females from six groups with active female reproductive competitors, and six dominant females from six groups without competitors. Group size can affect predation of nests [39], therefore paired groups lacking active female reproductive competitors were from the same year and of a similar size (Wilcoxon rank sum test: W = 18.5, p = 1.000).

(f) Aggression towards potentially competitive subordinates We tested whether subordinate females with potential breeding partners in the group were more likely to be subject to aggressive attacks from dominant females during the fertile period. Aggression was defined as any physical attack (pecking or jumping on top of the subordinate) or dominance displays such as charging at subordinates or ‘splaying’ (feathers held erect and wings held out). The fertile period was defined as the seven days before incubation at a nest began [40]. The total number of times that a subordinate was the focus of aggression from the dominant was divided by observation time (hours) to obtain the rate of aggression received for the fertile periods of one breeding season. A Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to compare aggression towards subordinate females that were potential competitors with those that were non-competitors. Data were collected over five breeding seasons, from six subordinates that were potential reproductive competitors in six groups, and six subordinates that were not potential reproductive competitors in six further groups.
competitive female, 41.1 per cent of nests were abandoned before incubation, compared with 18.8 per cent of nests in groups with no such competitor (figure 2c). While female potential competitors appeared to inhibit progress of breeding between nest-building and incubation, there was no effect of the presence of potentially competitive females on hatching of incubated clutches (GLMM estimate 0.28, 95% CI −0.44–1.00; electronic supplementary material, table S5).

(c) Infanticide
We were able to detect egg-laying through body-mass changes: females laying eggs became significantly heavier than did non-breeding females (Wilcoxon rank sum test, \(W_{12,12} = 124, p = 0.003\)) and egg-laying females gained an average of 8.6 ± 1.1 g (10.8% of their body mass during the non-egg-laying period). A paired comparison showed that before laying a clutch that went on to be incubated, dominant females in groups with active female reproductive competitors lost significantly more eggs (2.5 ± 0.6 eggs) than did females lacking competitors from groups of a similar size in the same breeding season (lost no eggs; Wilcoxon rank sum test, \(W_{6,6} = 36, p = 0.003\)). Despite losses by females with active reproductive competitors, the number of eggs in the first completed (and then incubated) clutch did not differ between females with and without reproductive competitors (active female competitor present: 1.5 ± 0.5 eggs incubated; no such competitor: 1.8 ± 0.2 eggs incubated; Wilcoxon rank sum test, \(W_{6,6} = 13.5, p = 0.498\)).

Through direct observation and nest video recordings we determined that some dominant females were losing eggs through infanticide by subordinate female competitors (figure 3). Observed infanticide occurred in 17.6 per cent of the 17 group-years in which an active female reproductive competitor was present, and on 3 out of 12 days during which cameras were present at nests being built by groups containing competitive females. Infanticide by dominant females was extremely rare and observed only once, when a badly injured dominant female did not lay eggs, but destroyed those of a subordinate. Although limited sample size precludes analysis, in the presence of an infanticidal reproductive competitor, dominant females produced only 0.83 ± 0.40 fledglings per year (\(n = 4\) dominant females in 6 years), compared to 3.67 ± 0.67 fledglings per year produced by the same females in years when they did not have a reproductive competitor in the group (\(n = 4\) dominant females in 5 years). In addition, infanticidal females appeared to gain reproductive success of the six group-years in which infanticide occurred, the subordinate female reproduced successfully alongside the dominant female in two group-years.

(d) Aggression towards potentially competitive subordinates
Subordinate females that were potential reproductive competitors were subjected to more aggression from dominant females than were those subordinates that were not potential competitors during the fertile period (Wilcoxon rank sum test, \(W_{6,6} = 31.5, p = 0.026\)).

4. Discussion
Here, we provide evidence of reproductive competition between dominant and subordinate females and its effects on
dominant reproductive success and aggression in Southern pied babblers. Female subordinates participate in pre-breeding behaviours only when potential breeding partners are available. These competitive subordinate females decrease the reproductive success of the dominant females of their groups, and in some groups infanticide is observed. Subordinate female reproductive competitors are also the target of increased aggression by dominant females during the fertile period. These conflicts over reproduction are generally expressed and resolved very early in the breeding cycle—an aspect of reproductive competition in cooperative breeders that has often been overlooked. This early manifestation of competition highlights the importance of using behavioural observations, as well as genetic data, when investigating reproductive competition and success. Using genetic data alone strongly underestimates the effects of female–female reproductive competition in Southern pied babblers because competition is so rarely successful. Importantly, even in high-skew societies where dominants successfully monopolize reproduction, conflict between dominants and subordinates may impose costs on dominant reproductive success.

Southern pied babbler subordinate females engage in reproductive competition only when there are unrelated, potential breeding partners present in their group because they do not breed with relatives or with extra-group males [14,15]. Based on the infrequency with which such competition is successful, however (in terms of parentage of young), subordinate females enter into reproductive competition far more often than expected. Why do subordinate females compete when pay-offs are typically so low? Potentially competing females have three choices: (i) leave the group; (ii) remain and refrain from competition; or (iii) remain and compete for reproductive opportunities. Leaving the group entails either attempting to become dominant in another group or living alone, both of which impose costs [41,42]. If females choose to remain in the group, they will help to raise any chicks produced (non-helping subordinates have not been observed;
A. R. Ridley 2013, unpublished data). Because competitive subordinate females generally live in groups in which they are unrelated to the dominant male [14], any offspring produced by the dominant female will be related to the subordinate female with $r \leq 0.25$ (equivalent to half-siblings or less). For these subordinate females, it may be more worthwhile to engage in competition for the slim chance of breeding and raising their own chicks rather than to help raise distantly related chicks. If this is the case, we would further expect that competition would be most probable when female competitors were unrelated to the dominant female, as predicted from theoretical models [43, 44]. Consequently, females unable or unwilling to disperse may stay and compete in the group to make the ‘best of a bad job’.

In Southern pied babblers, dominant females face high costs when in competition with subordinate females, as found in several other cooperatively breeding species [10, 13, 45]. Overall, groups containing a female reproductive competitor were likely to fledge chicks from fewer nests owing to delays at the incubation phase, stemming from the repeated building and abandonment of nests. In some groups, this cycle of nest-building and abandonment continued for the entire breeding season, and no chicks were ever hatched, representing an extremely high cost of reproductive competition. The cause of this repeated nest abandonment is likely to be infanticide of the dominant female’s eggs by a competitive subordinate female, though this could not be confirmed in every case. Infanticide by dominants was rarely observed, possibly because reproductive conflict was often resolved at an earlier stage of breeding, before subordinates could lay eggs. Dominants incur reproductive costs via infanticide both through loss of the eggs themselves and consequent wasted investment in that breeding attempt [46, 47] and the possible longer-term cost of laying increased numbers of eggs per season [48]. Infanticide seems to have important implications for female reproductive success, as it appeared to both decrease dominant female success and to facilitate subordinate reproductive success, similar to other societies in which infanticide occurs [13, 49, 50]. Whether subordinate female Southern pied babblers use infanticide to delay the onset of the breeding season until they themselves are ready to lay [12], thereby enforcing reproductive synchrony [13, 50, 51] may be the subject of future analyses.

Why do dominant females tolerate competitive subordinate females in their groups? First, dominants may be able to moderate subordinate infantical activity through aggressive suppression during the fertile period; such aggression is common when individuals are in reproductive conflict [4, 9, 11, 18, 24–27]. While there is no sufficient data to formally examine the relationship, a casual examination of current data appears to indicate a loosely inverse relationship between the amount of aggression observed and dominant female success. However, whether aggression occurs pre-emptively, or as a reaction to previous infanticide, or functions as another type of signal [52] is not clear. Second, dominants may tolerate competitive subordinates because an additional helper substantially increases productivity in small babbler groups, reducing the high costs of breeding as a pair [31]. Immigrant (and completely unrelated) subordinate females are very rarely found in large babbler groups (M. J. Nelson-Flower 2008, unpublished data), suggesting that when groups become large, these subordinates are either evicted by dominants or repelled if they attempt to immigrate, or that groups only become large when the absence of a competitor does not place limits on reproductive success.

How reproduction is partitioned between dominants and subordinates in social groups has been extensively investigated using theoretical models (reviewed by [53–55]). Empirical evidence from Southern pied babbler groups offers critical insights into the application of reproductive skew theory. First, not all subordinates are equally capable of reproduction in their groups: inbreeding avoidance can decrease the likelihood of subordinate reproduction or reproductive competition. This immediately violates one assumption of most skew models: that the distribution of reproductive success is determined solely through competition between dominants and subordinates [17]; individuals that cannot breed in the group (e.g. owing to inbreeding avoidance) should be excluded from the pool of potential breeders [56]. Second, reproduction and reproductive competition by subordinates imposes a cost on dominants, and although dominants generally do prevent subordinate reproduction, they cannot prevent subordinates from engaging in competition. This violates the assumption of the transactional skew models: that either dominants or subordinates have full control over the respective shares of reproduction in the group (reviewed in [53]). Southern pied babblers fit the assumptions of synthetic skew models better [53, 57–59], which incorporate ‘outside options’ (such as leaving the group, or evicting the competitor) as potential solutions to or consequences of reproductive conflict. As explained above, it is possible that only in small groups do the benefits of admitting an unrelated subordinate justify the potentially high costs of competition or loss of parentage. Within these small groups, a ‘zone of conflict’ or ‘window of selfishness’ exists, leading to conflict among dominants and subordinates, as postulated in some synthetic models [57]. The difficulties of testing models of skew are well documented (reviewed in [54]), but empirical data such as these presented allow a better understanding of the nature of the social interactions by which reproductive conflicts within groups are negotiated.

In many cooperatively breeding societies, females compete strongly with one another for the scarce resources needed to breed; although sexual selection has traditionally been perceived as having a greater effect on males, such selection may act equally strongly on females [60, 61]. In Southern pied babblers, subordinate females with potential breeding partners compete intensely with dominants for access to breeding opportunities. In addition, females (but not males) aggressively oust one another from breeding positions [16] and aggression in juvenile females (but not males) is an important factor in successful adult dispersal [62]. Here, sexual selection for traits (such as aggression) that improve female competitive ability may play a role not only in dispersal and acquisition of breeding positions, but also in infanticide, suppression of potential reproductive competitors, and eviction of such competitors from the group. We suggest that the behaviour of Southern pied babblers provides further evidence that intense competition among females may result in the evolution of sexually specific traits (reviewed in [63, 64]).

In summary, we present rare empirical evidence of the direct costs imposed by unsuccessful subordinate breeding attempts on dominant reproductive success in a cooperatively breeding species. These results emphasize that detailed behavioural observations as well as genetic data are crucial to understand the nature of the interactions by which reproductive conflicts within social groups are
negotiated. While other studies have shown that subordinate breeders may impose costs on dominant reproductive success [5,9,13], here we demonstrate that non-breeding subordinates can also impose such costs.
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